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For instance, there are still members of the All-India Service of Engineers in the buildings and roads branch of the Public Works department, but that branch has been transferred though the Secretary of State has still to safeguard the interests of the remaining members of the service. There is no new recruitment. In all other departments, Archzeo-logical and Geological departments and so on, they are purely Central subjects and we administer directly all the services under them. Very few problems of any practical kind seem to arise, I think, in this field
 190.	As regards the satisfactory administration of
your department, do you think any changes are
desirable ?—It is rather a difficult question.    I think
several   changes   are   desirable.    For   instance,   I
myself would like to see a redistribution of subjects.
I am a strong believer in having the departments
of communications in a single department.    I was
secretary in Llewellyn-Smith's Committee which has
made that recommendation.    As secretary of that
committee I am naturally prejudiced in favour of
it.    I think a great deal could be done to improve
the  department if all communications were in a
single department.    That is purely my private view.
 191.	The Chairman :   You mean, Railways, Posts
and Telegraphs and Roads ?—Yes.    Commerce and
Industries must come together;   I always feel that
that is the proper combination.
 192.	What  you  are  speaking  of  now  does  not
depend on the language of the Government of India
Act because distribution is entirely a matter for the
Governor-General;    it  can  be  done  without  any
further action on the part of the Imperial Parlia
ment ?—Yes.
 193.	Sir Hari Singh Gour : How can a minister for
Communications be appointed ?    You are speaking
of the minister of communications ?—I was speaking
of the re-distribution of portfolios among the different
members of the Governor-General's executive council.
 194.	Sir Arthur Froom : Have you ever considered
the position of the Central Government where the
members of the Government are responsible to the
legislature ?—I have considered it.
 195.	Can you give your views ?—I am speaking
here as Industries Secretary and I am afraid that if
I were to give my views in the matter I would be
covering a much wider ground.
 196.	Sir Hari  Singh  Gour:   .As regards labour
legislation you said that you would like to have a
large representation in the Legislative Assembly.
Do I understand that you hold the view given at
page 208* of the Government of India memorandum
—The present representation of Commerce, Industry,
Labour, Education, and other interests in the Pro
vincial and Central Legislatures, that " On the other
" hand the feeling that the educated classes generally
" are   sympathetic   to   labour has influenced   the
" Assembly to a considerable extent" ?—Yes, I think
that is so.    But in spite of that I think labour ought
to have a little more direct say.   I dp not say that
the others have not been sympathetic, but I think
the labour interests are so important now that labour
should have a more direct say.
 197.	You    think    that    labour    interests    have
materially suffered by reason of the fact that there
has not been that representation which you would
have liked ?—I will not say that.    I do not think
that there has been up to date any failure to pass
beneficial measures.
 198.	You have got an advisory committee attached
to your department and you said that it is doing
most useful work.    Does your advisory committee
often go to visit labour and industrial centres for the
purpose of. gaining practical experience as to the
condition of labour and the state of industries in
the country ?—Not as a committee.    I think how
ever I am right m saying that practically every
member of our advisory committee is a man who has
had considerable local knowledge.   Mr. Joshi, for
instance, is constantly touring labour centres and
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 other members of the committee are men who have direct personal knowledge of industrial conditions.
 199.	Did you give any facilities to these members
to acquire knowledge ?    How many meetings do you
hold in a year when you get them together ?—Their
meetings take place as a rule when the members
of  the  Assembly   are   gathered   together   for  the
sessions.   We usually meet two or three times in a
year.
 200.	You know that there was a meeting at Dhan-
bad ?—Yes, but tha": was the only one instance.
 201.	But it was a useful meeting ?—Yes.
 202.	Do you not think it is advisable to repeat
that experiment ?—I tried myself last year when I
was acting Member to call a meeting at Bombay to
discuss some important things, but when I found it
was impossible to get members together there I had
to drop the idea.
 203.	You said that you and your Honble. Member
make yourselves acquainted with the condition of
labour  and  the development of industries in  the
country by touring ?—Yes.
 204.	Does the Honble. Member tour extensively ?
—He does.    Bombay and Calcutta are frequently
visited and on occasions long tours are made.    The
Honble. Member has visited Burma and Assam too.
It  depends  where  the  different   problems  at  the
moment happen to be most pressing.    I think he is
going down to Madras next month.
 205.	These are occasional tours ?—Yes.
 206.	Is  that your  sole  contact with  industrial
labour ?—Practically.
 207.	How long do you visit these places ?—As a
rule, about two or three weeks.
 208.	In a year ?—Twice or three times a year,
 209.	Do you have any industrial conferences for
the purpose of acquiring knowledge and co-ordinating
and stimulating industrial development ?—Industrial
conferences were held on different occasions but there
has not been one very recently.
 210.	Is it not a fact that you have not had one
since a number of years ?—Yes.
 211.	Do you not think it is useful to revive these
industrial conferences for the purpose of co-ordinating
and stimulating industrial development ?—I agree
that it is a good thing.    We have recently for in
stance  endeavoured   to  obtain  some  sort  of  co
ordination with local Governments in the matter of
industrial research.    Industrial research is a pro
vincial   transferred  subject  while  the   subject  of
institutions for research is Central.   We think it is
important that there should be some co-ordination
and we have written to local governments five or six
months ago asking them to consider this subject in,
connection with the Agricultural Commission's report
which  also  deals  with  agricultural  research  and.
chemical research.   We have suggested that after
they have formulated their views a meeting of the
ministers should be held to discuss the question of
co-ordinating industrial research in India.   That pro
posal has been definitely made to local governments,
As regards the need for the development of industries I would like to have your opinion on the need of having industrial exhibitions in various parts of the country tinder your aegis.
 212.	Mr. Hartshorn : Before you go away from the
subject of industrial conferences I would like to.
know   the   nature   of   these  conferences,   whether
representatives of employers as well as employees an
present ?—These   were   purely   Government;    the
Directors of Industries and Members in charge of the
department came up to Simla and met together.
 213.	Had you any conference of the representatives
of the industry itself ?—No,
 214.	Sir Havi Singh Gow :  I was referring to tbe
industrial conference in the sense Mr. Hartshorn has
used it;   whether yon had representatives of em-
ployers as wefl as employees together in conference ?—
«W. Do you not think it is advisable to have conferences of that nature ?—With some definite, subject or generally ?

